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GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINEE CAITRIONA BALFE JOINS CAST OF -TRUST NO ONE-
JOINS CAST OF NEW ACTION-THRILLER MOVIE 

PARIS - LOS ANGELES, 03.03.2016, 11:26 Time

USPA NEWS - Caitriona Balfe, winner of a Saturn Award and and Golden Globe nomination for her role as Claire Beauchamp in
'Outlander', is joining a star cast of young actors making an action/thriller movie funded through Kickstarter...

Caitriona Balfe, winner of a Saturn Award and and Golden Globe nomination for her role as Claire Beauchamp in 'Outlander', is joining
a star cast of young actors making an action/thriller movie funded through Kickstarter.

'Trust No One' has been written by Simon Kassianides, who will direct and act in the film when shooting begins this summer. No
stranger to the action/thriller genre, Kassianides played Eva Green's treacherous lover Yusuf opposite Daniel Craig's Bond in
'Quantum of Solace'. 

More recently, Kassianides appeared as agent Bakshi in 'Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D' where he met Brett Dalton, who stars as agent Grant
Ward. The pair enjoyed working together so much they decided to make their own movie.

'Films like Bond, The Bourne Identity, Mission Impossible and Ronin have all been an inspiration for the film's action sequences,'
explained Kassianides. 'But the big difference with this movie is that the combat scenes aren't between trained assassins. They are
between ordinary men and women, fighting for their lives in an extreme situation.'

Kassianides and Dalton are still casting for the final characters to join the shoot in LA and are finding time between Dalton filming
Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D and Kassianides filming Warner movie 'To Have And To Hold' with Katherine Heigl to promote the project.
Actress Elizabeth Henstridge, who plays Jemma Simmons in 'Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D' is among the first backers.
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